
DataTonic
DataTonic is a developer-friendly solution that seamlessly integrates 

complex data processing on-the-fly to produce results for business 

professionals with no prior training in information systems. DataTonic is 

compatible with Microsoft Enterprise environments. Our multi-nested 

agent-builder-of-agents ensures high application security and meets the 

ever-growing needs of the global consulting market, contract software 

development, and applied educational activities.

by Team Tonic



How You Can Use DataTonic

Case Books

• add case books to your folder : now 

DataTonic always presents its results 

in a case study! This allows you to 

efficiently understand client needs and 

develop accurate strategies for 

implementation.

Textbooks

DataTonic also helps users learn. add 

medical textbooks to your folder for 

embedding : now DataTonic helps you 

through med-school !

Entire Company Info

DataTonic can handle large amounts of 

business information and store it in an 

efficient and organized manner. Add entire 

company business information : Data tonic is 

now your strategic advisor !

Targeted Sales

DataTonic can generate targeted sales 

strategies. ask data tonic to create targetted 

sales strategies : now DataTonic is your sales 

assistant !



Meet the Team

Tonic - CIO

Tonic has a long experience in 

computer-security and has 

been the CIO of DataTonic 

since inception.

Noor - Lead Developer

Noor leads our development 

team, implementing new 

functionality and integrations to 

meet the needs of our clients.

Dr. John P - Business 
Consultant

With his extensive background 

in business consulting, Dr. 

John P ensures DataTonic 

stays at the forefront of its 

industry through his knowledge 

and expertise.

Jaspal Saluja – Lead 
Developper

Jaspal is an AI evaluation 

expert leading evaluations and 

integrations across 

foundational and multimodal 

models for agentic systems.



The Open Source and Hosted 
Solution Business Models

Open Source Model

DataTonic is committed to providing its solution 

to everyone by offering an open source option. 

This ensures equal access to all businesses and 

organizations, regardless of their budget.

Hosted Solution Revenue Model

DataTonic offers a flexible and scalable solution 

for our clients. This allows us to maintain our 

high standards of security and performance 

while providing value for our clients.



The Unique Feature of DataTonic

1 Multi-Nested Agent-Builder-of-Agents

DataTonic is the first platform to use multi-nested agent-builder-of-agents as a solution 

to the dynamic needs of businesses and organizations. This ensures that our software 

has the flexibility to keep up with the ever-changing demands of our clients.

2 High Application Security

DataTonic guarantees maximum application security with its high-end technology and 

up-to-date encryption measures. We ensure that your data is safe and secure from any 

potential breaches.

3 Enterprise Compatible

DataTonic is designed to be fully compatible with Microsoft enterprise environments. 

We ensure seamless integration with our clients' existing tools and software.



Case Studies from DataTonic

Success Story 1

DataTonic helped a startup by 

centralizing its information and 

streamlining its operations. The 

startup saw increased 

productivity and a decrease in 

manual errors.

Success Story 2

DataTonic helped a fortune 500 

company with its sales effort by 

providing targeted strategies to 

increase the conversion rate. 

The company saw increased 

sales and an improved ROI.

Success story 3

DataTonic helped an 

educational institution 

centralize its student 

information and communication 

channels. The institution 

improved its enrollment 

process and student 

communication.



Use DataTonic !

Powerful Tool

DataTonic is a powerful tool for 

businesses and organizations. It provides 

the necessary security measures while 

maintaining compatibility with existing 

Microsoft software and tools. It can help 

streamline operations and provide 

customized strategies for growth and 

success.

Flexible

DataTonic is a flexible solution that can be 

used across multiple industries, from 

consulting to education, and is developer-

friendly with a focus on providing easy 

integrations.

Value for Money

DataTonic offers great value for those who want to use our open-source solution. We also 

have a hosted solution revenue model to cater to more complex needs while maintaining 

affordable pricing options.



DataTonic Financing

1 Seeking equity partners

We are seeking equity partners for up to $570,000, providing for 8% of the DataTonic 

organization. This would support our mission and help us grow our market share.
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